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â€œOlder teens and adults will chuckle as well as learn from this Eisner and Harvey Award-winning

rarity, which speaks honestly and sometimes educationally about sex.â€• - Library JournalVoted

Time Magazine's Best Comic of 2014!The second volume from the Eisner-award winning Sex

Criminals finds the honeymoon to be over for Jon and Suzie. Once the thrill of new lust fades, where

do you go? Come along and laff and love with Matt and Chip as they brimp back ceaselessly

against the past.
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"Sex Criminals" remains one of the most hugely entertaining ongoing comics series around -- after

Volume 2, my anticipation (heh) for the next volume is matched only by my can't-wait eagerness for

SAGA.The series, of course, follows two oddball lovers who discover they share a rare ability to

freeze time when they orgasm, allowing them to commit crimes with impunity. Unfortunately, as of

the end of Volume 1, they discovered that their meddlings with time are being monitored by a group

who share similar abilities: the Sex Police, if you will. If you thought the last book concluded with

more of a dead end than a cliffhanger, Fraction & Zdarsky plays with your expectations. A teasing

recap/opener admits the seeming plot rut the story had run into, before the story veers off-road into

wholly unexpected directions. The narrative opens up, adding rich, new characters while exposing

new depths to our main characters, Jon and Suzie. As ever in this series, Fraction's plot is suffused

with a warm sense of loving understanding and sympathy for his characters, revealed in their



uniquely offbeat sexual histories. This series is a rare feat: existing at a seemingly impossible

crossroads of the high-concept and the deeply personal. It's frank and funny about sexual matters,

delighting in polymorphic perversity and lacing the background of some scenes with scatological

jokes hidden in the fine print (like the titles in a porn bookstore), yet it somehow never defaults to the

demeaning and dirty. (This achievement is in no small part due to Chip Zdarsky's unfailingly

charming art, with a cartoony verve that gives real, vivid personality to every character, a delightful

bounce to the action, and a psychedelic sense of wonder to "Cumworld" / "The Quiet," the timeless

zone that Jon and Suzie share.)In short, the book is filled with joy and titillation, and (as Stephen

Soderbergh said about The Girlfriend Experience) you should share it with someone you ****.

Fraction's doubling back on where the first five issues left off, and complicating Suzie and Jon's

relationship gave this the little bit more that I was looking for in the first trade volume. Suzie's

restlessness and Jon's depression complicate the relationship and side characters are introduced or

more consistently fleshed out. The sex police are made more interesting and menacing, but

stand-out characters are Jon's psychiatrist and Suzie's OGBYN. The charm in the art plays against

these additions and so do the subtle and scatological humor. I will keep reading these.

So fun to read!

This might be my favorite comic ever. Great mix of crass humor, a ridiculous plot, and relatable,

grounded, funny and moving characters. I probably like the second volume more just because you

get to see the less glamorous side of a relationship. Also, the background jokes (alternate movie

titles, shop titles, etc.) are always amazing.

You liked the first volume? Great, buy this one too

I liked it, but didn't find it as transcendentally brilliant as the first volume.

This series continues to be outright hilarious. It approaches sex in a very straightforward way, and

then manages to showcase how awesome and fun it can be.

Love the artwork and this series.
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